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ABSTRACT
The increasing number of attacks exploiting system vulnerabilities
in recent years underpins the growing importance of security; es-
pecially for software comprising configuration options that may
cause unintended vulnerabilities. So, not surprisingly, developers
discuss secure software configurations extensively, for instance, via
community-question-answering systems like Stack Overflow. In
this exploratory study, we analyzed 651 Stack Overflow posts from
2013 until 2022 to investigate what vulnerabilities in the context of
configuring software developers discuss. We employed a manual
data analysis and automated topic modeling using Latent Dirich-
let Allocation to identify and classify relevant topics and contexts.
Our results show that vulnerabilities in the context of configuring
receive more and more interest, with most posts discussing issues
related to faulty security configurations and dependencies causing
vulnerabilities that could be or have actually been exploited. Over-
all, we contribute insights into configuration and security issues
that developers experience in the real world. Such insights help
researchers and practitioners understand and resolve these issues,
thereby guiding future improvements.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering; • Security and privacy → Vul-
nerability management;

KEYWORDS
variability, configuration, vulnerability management, security, Stack
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1 INTRODUCTION
The continuous rise of attacks on modern software systems high-
lights the ever-growing importance of software security [44, 97].
An attack (e.g., cross-site scripting [87]) typically exploits a system
vulnerability, and negatively affects the confidentiality, integrity, or
availability of a system [38, 60]. Vulnerabilities can occur for a vari-
ety of reasons, such as bugs [95], code smells [19], or authentication
issues [85]. Moreover, with software becoming increasingly config-
urable, the risks of vulnerabilities also grows [4, 49, 51], for example,
due to unknown feature interactions [64], invalid settings [24], or
misconfigurations [75]. So, the topic of securely configuring soft-
ware systems to minimize the risks of potential vulnerabilities has
become more and more important [24].

Developing secure software is a challenging task, especially
when facing the additional complexity caused by configuration
options enabling numerous customized system variants [24, 59, 67].
To tackle this challenge, various researchers study security aspects
in the context of configurability [37, 51], such as secure network
configurations [14, 89] or mobile apps [29, 83]. However, the actual
vulnerabilities related to configuring have not been the focus of such
research directions and have not been oriented towards practice [37,
52].We argue that we require a better understanding of the practical
challenges developers face when it comes to security and configura-
bility. Improving this understanding can guide the research commu-
nity in identifying and tackling practice-driven problems [42, 84].

Developers’ voices and experiences can be found in Community-
Question-Answering (CQA) systems, which provide a platform for
developers to discuss topics and resolve problems associated to soft-
ware engineering based on their shared experiences [6, 42, 43, 73].
The most prominent CQA system for developers is Stack Overflow,1

1https://stackoverflow.com/
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which contains millions of discussions on diverse topics [10, 55],
such as on vulnerabilities in the context of configurability. On Stack
Overflow, developers highlight not only security or configuration
problems, but consequently discuss also experiences, conceptual
understandings, or implementation insights to help each other. As a
result, Stack Overflow provides a valuable basis for understanding
the complex dynamics and relationships between vulnerabilities
and software configurations from the perspectives of actual soft-
ware developers.

In this paper, we present an exploratory analysis of 651 Stack
Overflow discussions (2013–2022) that are concerned with vulner-
abilities in the context of configurability; more precisely in the
context of configuring applications. We provide a comprehensive
dive into the relevant topics, contexts, and main issues developers
discuss. More specifically, our goal is to contribute an overview
of whether and what configurability-related vulnerability
topics practitioners discuss. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no comparable work analyzing discussions from Stack Overflow
or other CQA systems related to this area. In detail, we contribute
the following in this paper:

• We provide an overview of the topics and their temporal
evolution that are discussed on Stack Overflow in relation
to vulnerabilities in the context of configurability.

• We discuss the analyzed posts (i.e., questions with their an-
swers and comments), the topics, and their broader context
to shed light into the connections between vulnerabilities
and configurations.

• We publish an open-access repository with our analysis file
to enable replications of our study.2

Our findings can support researchers and developers in under-
standing the importance of secure configurations and the impact
incorrect configurations can have, evidenced by practice-oriented
experiences contributed by a broad CQA community. In particular,
our results can help strengthen the awareness for secure configu-
rations, cross-dependencies, configuration-related vulnerabilities,
and appropriate security mechanisms.

2 BACKGROUND
Community-Question-Answering Systems. CQA systems are
platforms on which users can ask questions, write answers, and
make comments on a variety of topics [55, 73, 93]. Such interactions
lead to a collaboratively created collection of peer-assessed knowl-
edge that includes different perspectives, opinions, and proposals
for problem solutions. CQA systems operate based on the ideas of
reputation and reward (e.g., upvotes) to encourage high-quality dis-
cussions [72, 91]. The most prominent CQA system for software de-
velopment is Stack Overflow, which involves millions of developer
discussions and code snippets, for instance, on software-design
decisions, programming languages, databases, APIs, algorithms,
code reviews, or bugs [10, 42, 55, 90].

The strengths of CQA systems are their potential diversity and
timeliness. Specifically, such systems can gather experiences and
opinions from people with various backgrounds and from all around
the world, all contributing their unique insights and problems. This
typically results in diverse solution proposals to concrete problems
2https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10245332

that are often practical, well-tested, and applicable. However, the
quality of questions and especially answers can vary in terms of
topicality and correctness [72, 91, 93]. Nevertheless, CQA systems
offer a great data base to get in-depth insights into trending and
relevant topics that developers care about [10, 43].

SystemConfiguration.Modern software systems are usually char-
acterized by their ability to offer a variety of variants based on a set
of configurable features (i.e., their variability) [2]. Technically, devel-
opers implement configuration options for features in their system
by using a variability mechanism, for instance, feature-oriented
programming [8, 15] or the C preprocessor [1, 48, 79]. By enabling,
disabling, or setting features (i.e., configuring), system variants can
be created to adapt the system according to a stakeholder’s require-
ments [2, 8, 30, 68]. To organize, implement, and document features
along with their relationships, dependencies, and directives, config-
urable systems typically integrate the variability mechanism with
a variability model [18]. Feature models are the de facto standard
used on the conceptual level, while configuration files are used on
the implementation level to define feature constraints, and thus
allowable configurations [11, 35, 63, 71]. For instance, there can
be cases where certain features are mutually exclusive and cannot
exist simultaneously, while others require each other [2, 54, 86].
Unfortunately, an increasing number of configurable features of-
ten leads to non-trivial interactions between these, meaning that
features can influence each other’s functionality and potentially
cause bugs. So, it is essential to carefully manage and verify config-
urations, especially if they can impair a system’s viability or may
induce vulnerabilities [1, 25, 51, 80].

Security and Vulnerability Management. To obtain a reliable
and high-quality system, it is vital to ensure its security [31, 58].
However, ensuring security is challenging, since software is usually
diverse and has to comply with a wide range of security policies,
requirements, and regulations to minimize potential threats. Such
threats are incidents that can negatively impact a system, such as
an unintended failure of a mitigation technique or unauthorized
access [32, 33, 66]. Threats are closely related to vulnerabilities,
which are system weaknesses that could be exploited by potential
attackers [32, 66], for instance, through cross-site scripting [87] or
SQL injections [28]. The actual likelihood of such events as well as
their potential consequences is called a risk [32, 34]. There are a
variety of data sources (e.g., vulnerability databases) that classify
and rate (e.g., CVE3) incidents and their risks to provide an overview
of known vulnerabilities [36, 56].

To ensure the security of a system, developers must implement
mitigation techniques, strategies to identify threats, risk as well as
vulnerability analyses, and appropriate counter measures, such as
authentication [33, 66]. This is far from trivial, since inappropriate
counter measures can cause vulnerabilities, too; especially when
different system variants with individual configurations may cause
unintended feature interactions, bugs, or misconfigurations that can
lead to fatal security failures [64, 75, 88]. So, comprehensive security
management must take system configurations into account to min-
imize the occurrence of vulnerabilities and ensure the security (i.e,
confidentiality, integrity, and availability) of a system [33, 65, 69].

3https://www.cve.org/
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3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we detail our methodology including our research
goal and questions, study design, and conduct.

3.1 Goal and Research Questions
We aimed to identify developers’ discussions related to vulnerabili-
ties and configuring to understand the respective problems they face
in practice. To this end, we defined three Research Questions (RQs):
RQ1 To what extent are vulnerabilities in the context of con-

figurability discussed on Stack Overflow?
First, we aimed to assess whether the Stack Overflow commu-
nity is interested in the intersection of the two areas and how
this has evolved over time.

RQ2 What are the main topics in the intersection of security
and configurability discussed on Stack Overflow?
Second, we aimed to classify what topics are discussed by, and
thus important to, the community.

RQ3 What are the contexts of the discussions and their main
topics on vulnerabilities in the context of configuring?
Lastly, we aimed to elicit the concrete contexts of the discus-
sions to shed light into the causes, vulnerabilities, and attacks
related to security and configuring.

By addressing these research questions, we aim to provide an
overview of the challenges developers face when working on the
security of configurable systems, contributing insights for practi-
tioners and researchers to learn about and advance this intersection.

3.2 Study Design
We performed an exploratory study of Stack Overflow discus-
sions [43] by mining data from Google’s BigQuery Stack Overflow
data set.4 Specifically, we conducted a manual data analysis and
automated topic modeling using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) method [13] as we show in Figure 1. Our study design follows
a similar method as conducting a systematic literature review [39],
which improves transparency, replicability, and validity—and has
been employed successfully for other topics in the past [42].

Search String. First, we created a search string to identify relevant
data for addressing our research questions:

("secur*") AND
("vulnerabilit*" OR "weakness*" OR "breach*" OR
"exposure*" OR "CVE*" OR "CWE*") AND
("config*")

The string is based on the two topics relevant for our study: vulnera-
bilities and configuring (including appropriate wildcards). Regarding
configuration, we only include terms directly related to the word
stem config to limit the number of posts found. In the context of
vulnerabilities, we included frequently used synonyms (e.g., breach)
and important terms (e.g., CVE). We included security as an explicit
term to ensure that the discussions we retrieve are connected to se-
curity, since some other terms may be used in different contexts as
well (e.g., weakness). Please note that we did not add terms weakly
linked to some security issues (e.g., configuration errors), since

4https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/public-datasets/google-bigquery-public-
datasets-now-include-stack-overflow-q-a?hl=en, accessed August 1st , 2023.

these do not necessarily cause security vulnerabilities or related
issues. Since such other issues are out of our scope, and we assume
that our search terms would still occur if vulnerabilities arise, we
argue that we cover the relevant discussions with our search string.

Data Set. We applied the search string as an SQL query on the
Google BigQuery Stack Overflow data set. BigQuery provides a
web-based console that allows to (automatically) execute queries
and analyses of diverse public data sets [20]. The Stack Overflow
data set includes 20 different fields, covering data regarding ques-
tions, answers, and users. Thus, it is an appropriate data set for
our purpose and eases the conduct of our study, because we do not
need to crawl or manually search through Stack Overflow itself.

Selection Criteria. To identify relevant posts, we defined three
Inclusion Criteria (IC):
IC1 The post has been created in the last decade (2013–2022).
IC2 The post is still available on the Stack Overflow website.
IC3 The post is directly connected to a vulnerability-related issue

in the context of configuring.
By restricting the time period, we ensured that our analysis reflects
on more recent, and thus more relevant, topics (IC1). We argue that
issues older than 10 years are usually outdated and of minor rele-
vance for understanding current practices, or have become widely
known in security engineering. Since the BigQuery Stack Overflow
data set comprises some deleted posts, we manually checked for
each post whether it was still available on Stack Overflow itself
(IC2) and whether it is actually connected to our research goal
(IC3). Deleted posts usually have no added value, since they may
be removed due to irrelevance or inappropriate content.

Data Extraction and Analysis. The first two authors defined 13
categories of data for the data extraction and analysis. They iden-
tified nine post attributes from the BigQuey data set as relevant,
namely ID, creation year, title, body, tags, upvotes and down-
votes, favorite points, as well as view and answer count. While
this data sufficed to answer RQ1, we defined four more categories to
synthesize the titles, bodies, and tags of posts to tackle RQ2 and RQ3:
System to specify the technological environment or platform in

which a discussed vulnerability issue occurred (e.g., software,
framework, operating system).

Development topic to define the general subject of the post (e.g.,
web development, mobile development).

Configuration context to classify how configuring connects to
a post, which can be one of the following:
• Conceptual understanding focusing on theoretical aspects
without any implementation details, such as valid config-
urations through variability modeling [61].

• Evolutionary behavior referring to configuration issues
during the evolution of systems, such as insecure version
updates of software [8].

• Issue solution considering troubleshooting and resolving
problems without providing concrete implementation de-
tails, such as configuration errors [70].

• Implementation dealing with the actual code of a system
or its features, such as a configuration file [70].

• Tools and software referring to concrete tools for develop-
ing, testing, or other tasks, such as FeatureIDE [53].

https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/public-datasets/google-bigquery-public-datasets-now-include-stack-overflow-q-a?hl=en
https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/public-datasets/google-bigquery-public-datasets-now-include-stack-overflow-q-a?hl=en
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Figure 1: Overview of our methodology, with numbers repre-
senting the amount of posts after each step.

Security context to classify how vulnerability-related issues con-
nect to the post, which can be one of the following:
• Threat or risk focusing on issues that threaten a system
and may lead to a vulnerability, such as the possibility of
unauthorized access [32].

• Vulnerability or attack referring to a weakness and/or as-
sociated exploit, such as remote code execution [94].

• Measure including techniques or protocols to mitigate
risks of an exploits, such as encryption like AES [82].

• Policy describing a guideline for secure development and
deployment, such as regular risk assessments [66].

Besides our manual data extraction and analysis, we used topic
modeling on titles and bodies following the guidelines of Agrawal
et al. [5] to tackle RQ3. Specifically, we relied on LDA to discover
what configuration topics the posts address. LDA is a generative
probabilistic model in which a topic is represented as the probability
that each of its terms occurs in a given text [13], with a posts’ title
(for questions) and body representing the texts. Since LDA has been
widely used in software-engineering research (cf. Section 6) and
similar studies to ours [10], we argue that it is suitable for our work.

3.3 Study Conduct
Conducting our study involved two tasks (cf. Figure 1): (1) a manual
data extraction and analysis as well as (2) topic modeling, which
we carried out in parallel.

Manual Data Extraction and Analysis. We executed our SQL
query on August 1st, 2023, which returned 1,235 posts. Then, the
first two authors investigated 30 posts together to derive a uniform
understanding and data-extraction process. Subsequently, each of
the two analyzed half of the posts. Each case of ambiguity or confu-
sion was discussed among both authors. In this process, they found
that 34 posts were already deleted on Stack Overflow and classi-
fied 550 posts as out of scope according to our inclusion criteria.
So, the two authors manually extracted data for 651 posts. For the
data extraction, the two authors used a collaborative spreadsheet in
which they documented all 13 categories of data as free-text (e.g.,
system) or pre-defined categories (e.g., configuration context). For
this purpose, they used a combination of open coding to identify
relevant data and open-card-sorting [96] to synthesize recurring
categories from feasible free-text data (e.g., topics). The spreadsheet
served as basis for all authors to analyze and check the data.

Topic Modeling. For the topic modeling, the first author imple-
mented a Python script using the libraries NLTK, stop_words, and

gensim. The script first pre-processed the 651 posts’ titles and bod-
ies to reduce their complexity. In particular, the script removed
unnecessary HTML tags, tokenized the text, performed lemmatiza-
tion (using the Penn Treebank tagset), and vectorized the text (i.e.,
converting the text into numerical values based on term frequency-
inverse document frequency). Then, the algorithm applied LDA
on the results. To this end, we experimented to find the optimal
number of topics 𝑘 according to the coherence value by varying
𝑘 from four to 20 and performing between 100 and 500 (steps of
100) iterations. Our experimentation implied a range from seven
to 11 topics with 200 iterations to lead to a feasible coherence of
around 0.6 (i.e., a “good” score [74]). Then, we picked nine topics
as our 𝑘 , since it resulted in the highest coherence, and defined the
hyper-parameters (𝛼 = 𝑘 , 𝛽 = 0.01). Finally, the first two authors
manually categorized the topics identified by LDA via open-card
sorting, which they added to the spreadsheet. To validate the topics,
we randomly picked 100 posts and the first two authors reviewed
these together. Moreover, the third author performed a complete
review of the whole topic-modeling process.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present and discuss the results for each of our
research questions individually.

4.1 RQ1: General Relevance
To tackle RQ1, we analyzed the post attributes to understand to
what extent developers on Stack Overflow discuss the intersection
of vulnerabilities and configuring.

Post Attributes. We display the yearly distribution of posts in our
data set in Figure 2. As we can see, the total number of posts per
year increased continuously with a few exceptions. In 2013 and
2014, we can see a constant number of 18 posts, while this number
raised to 58 posts in 2015. The following two years, the number
of posts grew further to 65 (2016) and 70 (2017). Interestingly, in
2018, there is a large outlier with 122 posts, which we analyze in
more detail in Section 4.3. For the last four years, the number of
posts remained more or less constant. More specifically, compared
to 2017, there was an increase to 77 posts in 2019, a decrease to 70
posts in 2020, and a slight increase again via 74 (2021) to 79 (2022)
posts. Note that, at the time of our data collection, the BigQuery
Stack Overflow data set contained only data until September 2022,
implying that the final number of posts for 2022 is likely higher.

Considering the answer status, a majority of 491 (75.42 %) out
of 651 posts have at least one answer to the involved question
(160 questions are unanswered). Out of the 491 answered posts,
446 contain one or two answers. Only two posts comprise 10 or
more answers (72401421, 71901632). Most posts have been viewed
between 100 and 2,500 times, with 24 posts having more than 10,000
views. Despite the views, the majority of 516 (79.26 %) posts got
no favorite points. In contrast, 127 posts have between one to five
points and nine posts have more than five points. The question
ratings vary between zero (289 posts) and five (305 posts). Only 47
questions got a higher rating than five points, including a question
with 251 points (72401421). Furthermore, we found 23 posts that
have negative points. Surprisingly, 2022 includes the most views
(464,868), most favorite points (116), and highest question score
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Figure 2: Chronological distribution of the posts we analyzed.

(451), even though the data for that year is not even completely
covered in our data.

Discussion. We found that the interest in vulnerability-related
issues in the context of configuring has steadily increased, especially
between 2013 and 2018. Except due to one peak in 2018, the number
of posts per year has mostly grown—indicating a smaller, albeit
visible, interest of the community. This observation is underscored
by 75.42 % of the questions receiving at least one answer, which
implies a certain level of expertise on the topic and interest of
developers in helping others facing problems in it. Our data matches
similar studies on other security concerns highlighting that security
is a recurring topic on Stack Overflow and that developers are aware
of that fact [17, 77]. While the relevance increases only slowly and
stays almost constant after 2018, we argue that our data supports
the assumption that developers experience and actively discuss
vulnerabilities related to configuring.

Outliers like the year 2018 or single posts with a particularly high
number of answers may relate to prominent or recurring vulner-
abilities and systems, which we further analyze in Section 4.3. The
recent peak of views, favorite points, and question ratings in 2022
could be related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which has led to an
increased use of Stack Overflow [40]. Similarly, the availability of
large language models like ChatGPT or GitHub Copilot may also im-
pact user activity on Stack Overflow in the future. So, it is important
to replicate our findings in the future and connect them to insights
on the use of such tools. While such tools may decrease the number
of posts on the topic that are posted on Stack Overflow, it may be-
come even more relevant to study those. In fact, recommendations
made by such tools are still error-prone and may cause problems
themselves [26], which, in turn, may be discussed on Stack Over-
flow. Overall, we argue that the intersection of vulnerabilities and
configuring apparently impacts developers in practice, and Stack
Overflow represents a data set with hundreds of relevant posts.
RQ1: General Relevance
Vulnerability-related issues that are connected to configuring are
a visible and constantly growing topic on Stack Overflow, and thus
arguably highly relevant in practice, too.

4.2 RQ2: Main Topics
To tackle RQ2, we identified and classified the affected systems and
development domains to discover main topics within the discus-
sions. Note that posts may relate to multiple topics, but we assigned
only the dominant one (i.e., the one we identified as most important

in the question of a post). We display the results in Figure 3, in
which the gray boxes in the background aggregate configuration
topics (cf. Section 4.3) into their respective development topics.

Results.We categorized the domains of the posts into five main
development topics. Most posts (261) refer to web development,
with further considerable amounts of posts being concerned with
server and storage development (196) or general system and soft-
ware development (117). Mobile development is the topic in 68
posts, while only nine posts cover operating systems (OSs).

We identified around 50 different systems or technologies within
these topics, showcasing a high diversity of areas in which vulner-
abilities and configuring are intertwined. Moreover, please note
that we could not even determine all systems and technologies,
since they were sometimes not described. Overall, the systems
and technologies involve various areas, ranging from program-
ming languages (e.g., C#) over development framework (e.g., Spring
framework) to content-management systems (e.g., Wordpress). All
of these share that they build on variability mechanisms to con-
figure their behavior, or are used to create configurable software.
Referring to web development, we identified that the majority of
issues occurred in the context of Spring (59), including Spring Boot
and Spring Security. Another considerable amount of posts refers to
.NET platforms (44) or Ruby on Rails (22). Interestingly, other highly-
configurable systems, including content-management systems like
Wordpress (4) or enterprise-resource-planning systems like SAP
ERP (2) occur rarely. Regarding mobile development, most posts
are related to Android (34) or Apache Cordova (14) whereas others
like iOS (6) are rarely mentioned. Posts on operating systems refer
mainly to Linux distributions (6), particularly Red Hat Enterprise
Linux. For server and storage development, we found that posts
related to Spring (Cloud) and a specific database issue within it are
mentioned most often (27). Other posts refer to storage media like
traditional SQL databases (23) or storage environments like cloud
services, for instance, Microsoft Azure (13) or AmazonWeb Services
(7). Moreover, 14 posts are connected to Apache Tomcat web servers.

Discussion. The results show a great diversity in the development
topics and systems discussed. Web development is the most promi-
nent topic, indicating its central role in the development community,
but also its high risks for configuration-related vulnerabilities. This
observation is in line with the fact that server and storage systems
are also frequently discussed. Existing research underpins these
topics as particularly critical by finding that internet technologies
and data storages are the main targets of cyber attacks [3, 9, 23]. All
of this evidences that functional and secure configuring becomes
even more important the more a system is exposed to the internet
and the more (sensitive) data it processes or stores. The importance
of other topics (e.g., operating systems) is not diminished by this
prominence, but the extent to which vulnerabilities are discussed
decreases as the dependence on the internet decreases. Interest-
ingly, most posts occur in the context of the Spring Framework (181
posts), including Spring Boot, Spring Security, and Spring Cloud.

Surprisingly, content-management systems, which are typically
configurable by definition (e.g., Wordpress), are only discussed
in a small number of posts. Since there is a lot of research, espe-
cially in the context of security for Wordpress [16, 81], this under-
representation raises some questions. Similarly, the small number
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of posts on operating systems, which are mainly related to Linux
distributions, is also surprising. The Linux kernel [21] is known to
be highly configurable and studies on configuration-related bugs
within the kernel have been performed [1, 2]. Since the actual rea-
sons for these under-representations are unclear (e.g., use of other
discussion platforms, missing awareness for security issues and
configuring, sufficient security education), they pose interesting
future work. Regarding mobile systems, Android-related apps are
discussed particularly often. In contrast to iOS, these apps must be
able to run on a variety of mobile devices or browsers [7], which
requires extensive configurability. From our analysis, its seems that
the Stack Overflow community seems aware of the effects of cross-
platform configurations and insufficient vulnerability management.

Overall, the posts we analyzed often deal not only with one sys-
tem, but with the interactions of several ones. To keep this study’s
scope manageable, we have focused only on the dominant systems.
However, it is very likely that there are a number of cross-system
or cross-technology configurations that lead to misconfigurations
(e.g., due to unconsidered dependencies) or unintended feature in-
teractions. Further research is needed in this context to understand
the relationships between vulnerabilities and such configurations.
RQ2: Topics
The posts cover diverse topics, with web development as well as
server and storage development beingmost prominent. So, most dis-
cussions on vulnerabilities and configuring revolve around systems
with network and storage capabilities. Spring and .NET systems
are discussed frequently, while systems known for high configura-
bility (e.g., Wordpress, Linux) are discussed surprisingly rarely.

4.3 RQ3: Contexts
To tackle RQ3, we investigated the contexts of the vulnerabilities
and configurability discussed in the posts. More specifically, we
next detail common security issues related to configuring by ex-
ploring these two contexts and then discuss the results of our topic
modeling. Note that we again considered only the most dominant
context even if a post involved multiple ones.

Security Contexts. Following the five categories we defined for
the security context (cf. Section 3.2), most posts (279) refer to an
attack or a vulnerability that could be exploited by an attack. Note
that vulnerabilities are usually closely related and difficult to dis-
tinguish from each other even if their context is described in great
detail within a post. Still, we could generally differentiate whether
a post was concerned with whether a vulnerability that may be
exploited exists, or how such a vulnerability could be exploited
through an attack. For example, the following two posts refer to
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), each from one of the two perspectives:
Vulnerability ID:71733286

"Checkmarx is giving XSS vulnerability for [the] following
method in my Controller class."

Attack ID:46407680

"[Should I] store JWTs on cookies to get protection against
XSS attacks?"

Also, we found that 203 posts primarily discuss security measures
to protect a system or to mitigate the risk of an exploit. These posts
usually relate to authentication (70) or authorization (19) issues:
Measure ID:68064690

"After I configure authentication [I got] the following
error [...] after I log in through chrome."

Another 135 posts revolve around various security threats and
risks. These range from dependency issues (53) that could lead to
vulnerabilities to insecure system or security configurations (98):

Threat or Risk ID:15414791

"I recognize that it’s possible for a plugin to override
a dependency of the scheduler causing it to do something
nefarious, or to reflect into the common assembly and get
at internals."

In addition, we identified 20 posts that focus on policies to facilitate
security risk management, including vulnerability management.
These posts are quite diverse, involving general violations of secu-
rity policies (6) or even updating or creating new policies (4), for
instance, in the context of secure authentication:
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Policy ID:54891501

"[By] default the Group Policy is updated every two hours,
so the changes might not be persistent. Also, most likely
you will breach your company security rules."

In total, 103 posts name specific vulnerabilities or attacks. Typically,
these posts are highly diverse and do not fall within our security con-
texts. Across all posts, most vulnerabilities relate to XSS (21), Cross-
Site-Request-Forgery (CSRF, 21), Log4j (13), directory-traversal (12),
SSL via POODLE (6), or SQL injections (4). Others refer to file injec-
tions (5), for instance, via CSV, XML, or JSON. Concrete vulnerabili-
ties based on CVE-identifiers are mentioned in 23 cases, for example,
CVE-2015-3192, CVE-2014-3625, and CVE-2014-3578 (39273479).

Configuration Contexts. Following the five categories we defined
for the configuration context, we found that most posts (248) discuss
an issue solution, such as missing configurations or configuration
errors, without providing concrete implementations:
Issue Solution ID:49442855

"Please suggest the configs that we can use directly on
Tomcat."

In contrast, 183 posts are related to implementation issues, such
as successfully configuring security measures (e.g., authentication
mechanisms), or parts of a systems (e.g., modules):
Implementation ID:39267531

"How do I configure this module and make minimal changes to
make sure [the] whole application is secured from CSRF."

We found that 117 posts discuss a conceptual understanding of
configuration-related issues. These are usually very general or hy-
pothetical to get a basic understanding of the topic. In some cases,
these posts are also based on small case studies or scenarios to
better explain a specific use case and the associated problem:
Conceptual Understanding ID:29845208

"In this scenario, a security flaw shows up in the wild
and the server is reconfigured to reject the vulnerable
protocol."

Another 84 posts refer to evolutionary behavior. These posts are
diverse, including, for instance, emerging vulnerabilities caused by
deprecated versions, software dependencies between versions, or
updates intended to prevent security issues:
Evolutionary Behavior ID:63171516

"After updating npm to the latest, I ran npm audit and got
two vulnerabilities for the dot-prop package dependency."

We identified 19 posts related to tools and software. Interestingly, we
identified no issues for tools used tomodel configurable systems and
their features, such as FeatureIDE [53]. All posts refer to tools used
to mitigate security issues, for example, the OWASP vulnerability
scanner or SonarQube security scanner:
Tools and software ID:54695037

"I’ve tried including an obvious SQL Injection vulnera-
bility but its still not detected. [...] So I’m missing
some extra configuration or plugin?"

Topic Modeling. Lastly, we employed LDA on our data to extract
the nine most discussed topics on configuring. The topics we iden-
tified via LDA partly overlap with our manual analysis results (cf.
Section 4.2), which improves our confidence in the validity of our

study. We illustrate which configuration topics unveiled by the LDA
(small bars inside the boxes) are covered by which development
topic we elicited manually in Figure 3 (boxes).

The most discussed configuration issues refer directly to security
configurations (204), such as authorization, authentication, or login
configurations. Interestingly, a major topic is the correct security
configuration for the Spring framework (102), especially Spring
Security (e.g., 43999961). A total of 150 posts deal with problems
arising from configuring web applications. Not surprisingly, these
posts are very common within our homonymous topic of web
applications, and discuss the configuring of the features and de-
pendencies of such applications, for instance, regarding SSL (e.g.,
22764324) or browsers like Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox
(e.g., 46933820). LDA identified 81 posts dealing with application
configurations, which are not (primarily) web applications. Issues
related to this topic mainly refer to the configuration of features
and their dependencies, for instance, configuring in the context
of npm (e.g., 72408347) or of WPF applications (e.g., 28506734).
In 75 posts, the configuration of storages (e.g., cloud) or a storage
medium (e.g., database) is discussed as the cause of a vulnerability-
related issue. Some of these posts focus on misconfigurations (e.g.,
52047261), while others refer to insecure repositories leading to
sensitive information disclosure (e.g., 71901632). Moreover, LDA
elicited 54 posts related to server configurations. These discussions
deal with various issues, such as SSL (e.g., 50042299) or the fea-
tures and dependencies of web servers like Apache Tomcat (e.g.,
64230009) or nginx (e.g., 34257611).

For network and mobile configurations, we found 30 posts each.
The systems in the context of network configurations are diverse,
including, for instance, proxy configurations (e.g., 55786273) or IP
configurations (e.g., 52050742). Mobile configurations span sim-
ilarly diverse topics, involving insecure mobile policy configura-
tions (e.g., 34383655) or issues related to a configuration leading
to app-store rejections (e.g., 67212589). Only a few posts deal with
configuring interfaces (16) or operating systems (11). Interface con-
figurations typically relate to API configurations, for instance, to
authenticate data transfer (e.g., 20849217). Operating-system con-
figuration posts often refer to feature dependencies or system dri-
vers, for example, of Linux distributions, or the use of programming
languages like Python (e.g., 47013091).

Discussion. Our results show that configuration-related security
issues are highly diverse and may lead to exploits, highlighting the
need for thorough security checks. In particular, considering the
evolutionary changes to features and configurations is important,
since these can cause varying and potentially unexpected behavior.
Consequently, as systems change and evolve, configurations and
dependencies must be adjusted to ensure a system’s security. Tools
for modeling the variability of a configurable system (e.g., feature
models) can help address this problem, but we did not identify
any mentioning of such in the posts. This may be due to develop-
ers’ unawareness for such concepts, unfit tool support for some
domains and programming languages, or that it was just not men-
tioned. However, exploring these causes and how to securely evolve
configurations is subject to future work.

In our data, we noticed that many vulnerabilities seem to arise in
conjunction with feature dependencies. This emphasizes the need
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for secure dependency management, for instance, within configura-
tion files or package managers. Closely related, we noticed that de-
velopers often seem to rely on third-party libraries and components.
Therefore, it is important to consider such external dependencies
and their relations to internal features to ensure the security of con-
figurations. Specifically, these external libraries should be updated
and checked regularly to avoid vulnerabilities.

Vulnerabilities and attacks are logically interrelated, which is
why they are often addressed together. This becomes even more
challenging in the context of configuring, which is why we argue
that developers need a comprehensive understanding of security
to protect against threats and assess the impact of configuration
options. To emphasize, we argue that a better understanding of
security-related concepts (e.g., vulnerability, attack, threat), their
differences, and their analyses should be integrated into develop-
ment processes via a security-engineering phase [50, 57, 58]. Ideally,
this phase takes place in the initial analysis of relevant configura-
tions prior to a release, which are assessed for severity as part of
a comprehensive risk-management process. To introduce such a
phase, practitioners can rely on industry standards like the ISO/IEC
27000 series [32].

We found that XSS and CSRF attacks are mentioned more often
in the Stack Overflow posts we analyzed. There are various reasons
why these two attacks are particularly relevant for configurable
systems. For instance, misconfigurations can lead to inadequate
input validation and missing or broken security headers, allowing
malicious scripts or requests to be executed. Furthermore, user
sessions may not be managed correctly regarding authentication
and authorization, which allows CSRF attacks to successfully make
unauthorized requests on behalf of the user. These attacks are
primarily relevant for web applications, which we argue are an
important subject for future work.

The various domains we identified (e.g. web application, data
storages, mobile apps) emphasize the diversity of systems for which
secure configuring is relevant. This poses challenges for practition-
ers and researchers to address the unique configuration challenges
within such a domain. While the diverse domains already pose their
own challenges, this situation becomes even more complicated see-
ing the increasing number of systems and configuration options
that interact with each other. Particularly, that several posts seemed
to address multiple configurations or systems indicates that mod-
ern systems often involve a combination of configurations, namely
cross-configurations with their dependencies. For instance, the con-
figurations of a web application (e.g., Spring) and its interacting
web server (e.g., Apache Tomcat) typically contain dependencies.
These may cause vulnerabilities in the communication between the
systems that can enable attacks on both. Such cases challenge re-
searchers to design novel techniques for analyzing and assessing the
security of interconnected configurable systems. Accordingly, devel-
opers need a holistic view to ensure that the overall system is secure.
RQ3: Security and Configuration in Context
The posts we identified focus on solving security issues, configura-
tions of web application, as well as vulnerabilities and measures
at implementation level. Moreover, the configuration and secu-
rity issues are diverse and cause various challenges, for instance,
regarding cross-dependencies, evolution, and verification.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Internal Validity.We may have incorrectly interpreted or classi-
fied posts during our manual analysis. The posts are very diverse
in terms of detail and terms used, which is the result of analyzing
discussions of diverse users (e.g., different nationalities, educational
backgrounds, language skills). This is a threat for any qualitative
text analysis like ours. We aimed to mitigate this threat by involving
multiple researchers in the analysis, validating the classification,
and performing LDA to complement the manual reading. This also
helped us minimize the threat of misinterpreting the suggested LDA
topics in the topic modeling. Furthermore, we were quite strict in
selecting posts to ensure sufficient quality, making sure that all
inclusion criteria were met and that there was indeed a clear con-
nection to vulnerabilities and configurations (i.e., based on question
title, body, and tags). This, in turn, also means that we may have
excluded some relevant posts and that some topics (e.g., Spring)
occur more dominant than they actually are. We aimed to focus on
posts clearly connected to our research goal to ensure relevance.

External Validity. We relied solely on Stack Overflow as our data
source, which, however, is currently the largest CQA system related
to software-engineering topics. Unfortunately, we could not retrieve
all of Stack Overflow’s posts, because the Google BigQuery data
set covers data only until September 2022. However, the BigQuery
data set is the largest external data set of Stack Overflow posts and
using it avoids technical problems with crawling or searching the
website. Furthermore, our search string does likely not cover all
potential posts related to vulnerabilities and configurations. For
these reasons, our sample of posts does not represent all concerns
of developers around the world. Nonetheless, we have obtained a
larger number of posts on our topic to derive valuable and reliable
insights. This is supported by the fact that various trends have
developed as expected (e.g., increasing number of vulnerabilities)
and that we discovered recurring patterns (e.g., increased likelihood
of internet-related vulnerabilities).

6 RELATEDWORK
Several existing studies have been concerned with analyzing top-
ics and trends on Stack Overflow. For instance, Barua et al. [10]
proposed a statistical method and associated quantitative analysis
to discover general topics and trends of developer discussions on
Stack Overflow. Others have focused on more specific domains or
(sub-)topics. For example, there are studies that analyze discussions
on mobile development issues [46], docker development [27], or
Android APIs [12]. Regarding security topics, most recent studies
focus much more on rather broad issues. For instance, Yang et al.
[92] and Lopez et al. [47] investigated and classified questions with
the tag “security” to derive trends and challenges. Tahaei et al. [78]
conducted a study on privacy-related questions. In addition, there
are a few studies focusing on specific use cases, such as security
practices for microservices [62] or eHealth applications [76]. Other
studies related to security are based on source code included in
the questions and answers, for instance, related to the security
of Android applications [22] or vulnerabilities in Java code [45].
Lastly, there are two studies by Krüger [41, 42] that focused on
CQA posts related to variability. Precisely, the author focused on
what developers discuss in the context of separation of concerns
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and related to software product lines. While all of such studies are
connected to our work and we investigated their methodologies to
define our own, they cover broader or different topics and posts,
for instance, on identifying all possible questions, general security
issues, or a specific domain like microservices. So, the related work
covers a different body of knowledge, which is either out of our
study’s scope or does not cover our topics of interest. In summary,
we contribute complementary and different insights that have not
been addressed by the related work.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we reported an exploratory study on configuration-
related vulnerability issues discussed on Stack Overflow. Precisely,
we contribute insights into security issues of configuring that the
developers are confronted with in practice. We conducted a manual
data analysis as well as an automated topic modeling to derive and
validate our findings. The main findings of our study are:

• Vulnerabilities in the context of configuring are of growing
interest in the developer community of Stack Overflow.

• Web, server, and storage development are particularly critical
areas for dealing with configuration-related security issues.

• Developers discuss primarily solutions for security or web
application issues, configurations, and vulnerability counter-
measures at implementation rather than at concept level.

• The discussed issues are highly diverse and imply numerous
opportunities for new solutions and research, including chal-
lenges surrounding cross-configurations, cross-dependencies,
system evolution, and verification while also taking a secure
engineering (i.e., configuration) process into account.

Through our study, we provide both an understanding of the rele-
vance of secure configurations and an awareness of the impact of
configurations on security. Throughout the paper, we identified and
motivated various directions for future research. For instance, we
are interested in comparing the security issues we found to entries
in security data sources (e.g., the National Vulnerability Database),
discussion on other CQA systems (e.g., Quora), and issues or bug
reports on development platforms (e.g., GitHub) to get further in-
sights into the contexts between vulnerabilities and configuring.
Lastly, we see the clear need to enhance development methods for
engineering secure configurable systems.
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